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SSP Coordinator + Curator + Keeper

Only when we are working together at all levels can 
we truly maximize our spaces to work towards 
sustainable ungulate populations.



SSP Coordinator
Grab your program by the horns and embrace it!  In 
other words, take ownership and responsibility.



SSP Coordinator
Be a good communicator, be proactive, and follow up. 



SSP Coordinator
Know your species natural history, medical issues, 
etc.   Take these into account and anticipate the 
needs of your institutions.  Be proactive.

.



SSP Coordinator
Continue to promote and market your species to keep 
your current institutions happy and to solicit new 
institutions to become involved so it can grow.



Curators/Animal Managers

Plan your collection and exhibit spaces to maximize 

your spaces for ungulate population sustainability.



Curators/Animal Managers

Creative mixed species management can increase 

your available spaces.



Curators/Animal Managers

Match your facility with the needs of the SSP to the 

best of your ability.



Curators/Animal Managers

Follow SSP management recommendations for 

population success.  Modify or tailor these to match 

your institutions abilities and spaces.



Curators/Animal Managers/Institutional 

Representatives
Educate and engage the keeper staff in the mission of 

sustainability, the role their animals play in it, and the 

importance and needs of each ungulate population 

under their care.



Keepers
Keep your leaders informed on the challenges and 

needs to meet the SSP goals in your area, educate 

yourselves on the big picture, and stay engaged.



Keepers

Training to address management challenges and 

ultimately SSP population goals.



Keepers
Enrichment to address management challenges and 

individual animal welfare, and ultimately SSP 

population goals.



Keepers
Observations and adjustment based on these to address 

individual animal welfare and ultimately SSP 

management goals.



SSP Coordinator + Curator + Keeper

Only when we are working together at all levels can 
we truly maximize our spaces to work towards 
sustainable ungulate populations.



THANK YOU FRIENDS!


